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Variations
Let students decide on the topics they want to talk 
about by having them create their own conversation 
starter cards. Once students are used to the proce-
dure, to break the monotony, Conversation Starter 
and Conversation Strategies cards can be placed at 
random as long as there are no two students facing 
each other with the same type of cards. 

Conclusion
Conveyor Belt Sushi Conversation is a very good 
option for students to introduce themselves and get 
to know each other. The topics on the conversation 

starter cards resembles those in IELTS speaking 
test, part 1, hence, it allows teachers to get an im-
mediate sense of a student’s language level and the 
areas they need to improve. In addition, students 
feel less intimidated in paired-conversation, hence, 
it can reduce inhibition and improve speaking 
performance. 

Appendices
The appendices are available from the online ver-
sion of this article at https://jalt-publications.org/
tlt/departments/myshare

[RESOURCES]  TLT WIRED
Paul Raine
In this column, we explore the issue of teachers and technology—not just as it relates to CALL solutions, but 
also to Internet, software, and hardware concerns that all teachers face. We invite readers to submit articles on 
their areas of interest. Please contact the editor before submitting.
Email: tlt-wired@jalt-publications.org  
Web: https://jalt-publications.org/tlt/departments/tlt-wired

Showbie: Improving 
Teachers’ Workflow and 
Enhancing Students’ 
Digital Learning 
Experience
Jarwin Kent Martin
Seigakuin University

Current pedagogical practices require stu-
dents to submit their homework in hardcopy 
format. Teachers, likewise, must collect and 

organize those documents that were submitted by 
their students. This cycle of assigning, grading, and 
collecting homework in paper form is repetitive and 
cumbersome for both parties. A new paperless work-
flow app, Showbie, presents a promising technologi-
cal alternative for connecting teachers and students. 
Showbie will improve classroom communication by 
facilitating the electronic exchange of documents 
such as syllabi, instructions, submissions, and grades. 

The first objective of this article will be intro-
duce Showbie and describe its features in detail, 
from setting up classes to providing feedback on 

graded assignments. The article will also identify 
why Showbie provides a superior alternative to pa-
per-based communication by saving teachers time, 
allowing students to obtain immediate feedback, 
helping students stay organized, and enabling 
homework to be submitted online.  By the end of 
the article, the reader should be able to implement 
this paperless workflow system with confidence in a 
classroom and enhance the digital learning experi-
ence of students. 

Showbie Background
Showbie, an Edmonton-based Canadian start-up, is 
an easy-to-use classroom platform which “combines 
all of the essential tools for assignments, feedback, 
and communication” (Learning Counsel, 2019). 
It allows teachers to seamlessly share students’ 
progress and create an instantaneous home-school 
connection. The app interface is designed to be us-
er-friendly with functions that replace paper-form 
assignments. While other learning management 
systems require time and training to implement, 
teachers can start using Showbie immediately once 
the app is downloaded. 

Showbie Pricing Plans and Features
At the time of this writing, Showbie’s pricing is 
divided into three plans: 
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• Basic Edition for Individual Teachers. This plan is 
free for one user, and allows teachers to orga-
nize unlimited classes. It comes with pre-loaded 
assignments and lesson plans, along with annota-
tion tools. 

• Pro Edition for Individual Teachers. This plan costs 
$149/year or $15.99 per month (USD). The plan 
features unlimited assignments, a grade book, 
a student portfolio, a class discussion forum, 
parental access, annotation tools, plus all of the 
features of the Basic Edition. 

• Pro Edition for Schools and Districts. This plan 
includes all of the features of the Pro Edition, 
plus unlimited basic access for all users, with the 
addition of access to a school admin manage-
ment system, school training resources, and pro-
vided tech support for advanced activities such 
as importing and account linking. Direct pricing 
consultation is required for the Pro Edition for 
Schools and Districts (Showbie Features, 2019).

Getting Started
Showbie can be downloaded to all iOS devices such 
as iPhones, iPads, and Mac computers. For non-iOS 
users, Showbie can be accessed using a web-based 
application (https://my.showbie.com/signin) using 
an Android mobile device, laptop, or Chromebook. 
Once downloaded, teachers may select the teach-
er icon and fill in the required information. Users 
may also link a personal Gmail account to Showbie, 
provided that it is assigned during the registration 
process. The process for a student’s registration is 
similar to that of a teacher. The students also have 
the option to use their Gmail, Microsoft, or Feidi 
accounts to register with Showbie. 

Figure 1. Showbie’s registration prompt for teachers 
and students.

Setting Up Classes 
Once a teacher has set up a Showbie account, he or 
she may start setting up classes. In order to do this, 
the user must click the “wrench” icon at the top of 
the sidebar, then select the “+” (plus symbol) next 
to “New Class.” This will create new classes, as seen 
in Figure 2. Type a name and click “Save.” Below the 
class name is the unique class code which students 
will use to join the class when it is ready. At the top 
left of the sidebar, the user will find a place for en-
tering a name and uploading a profile picture. Tap 
the picture to edit personal information and modify 
notification and password settings. 

Figure 2. A Showbie prompt for creating a new class.
 

Creating Assignments 
After creating a class, the teacher may create an 
assignment. Classes in Showbie are comprised of 
individual assignments which are organized into 
sub-folders. These directories will contain home-
work materials and the students’ completed home-
work files. To create an assignment:
1. Click the wrench icon to the right of the class 

name and a pop-up menu will appear.
2. Select the “+” (plus symbol) next to the “New 

Assignment.” 
3. Give the assignment a specific title and assign a 

due date. The user has the option to remove the 
due date and leave it open-ended, which allows 
students to submit their homework materials 
over the course of the term. In addition, the 
teacher may also use the “Set Schedule” feature 
and customize “Student Access” during the 
course. When the teacher creates a new assign-
ment, students’ access to homework will be 
editable by default, as illustrated by the pencil 
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icon in Figure 3. The user may use the “lock” 
feature to set the homework deadline date. The 
“Set Schedule” options are handy for customizing 
assignments, but they are not required. 

Figure 3. A Showbie prompt for creating a new 
assignment.

Adding and Sharing Materials
Showbie provides multiple ways to add materials to 
a class. To add materials to an assignment, simply 
click the “+” (plus symbol) located on the right side. 
This will bring up a menu of options, as illustrated 
in Figure 4. The user may photograph and convert 
hardcopy paper documents by using a “camera” 
option within Showbie. The user may also share any 
PDF using the “File” option, as well as upload voice 
notes or an item from a Google Drive or Dropbox 
account. Showbie makes it flexible for teachers to 
share items with an entire class. 

The “Shared Items” display on the left side of 
Figure 4 makes it easy for educators to share assign-
ment instructions and reminders with all students 
at one time (Showbie Features, 2019). Alternatively, 
teachers may share items with only certain stu-
dents by adding materials to a student’s individual 
folder. Student folders are a great place to share 
extra instructional materials, grades, and feedback. 
Students who are non-IOS users are also given an 
option to upload their materials on Showbie’s web 
app directly from their computer or Google Drive. 

Figure 4. A Showbie prompt for adding materials to 
a class.

Adding Students 
After creating a class, a teacher may add students 
to the roster. As explained above, students may 
register for Showbie in two ways: (1) by choosing a 
username and password; or (2) by linking a personal 
Gmail account. To add students, the teacher must 
first retrieve the class code by clicking the “wrench” 
icon on the right side of the class name. A pop-up 
menu appears and the 5-digit class code will be 
located in the “Class Settings” row, as illustrated in 
Figure 5 below. In addition, when the class is still 
empty, the class code will also be displayed under 
the main classes tab (see Figure 4). Within students’ 
individual accounts, assignment folders will be set 
up automatically and they will be able to see their 
uploaded assignments and instructions after typing 
in the provided class code. 

Figure 5. A Showbie prompt for adding students to 
a class.

Grading and Feedback
After students have completed their work and 
uploaded it to the appropriate folder, teachers may 
grade the students’ assignments using Showbie’s 
built-in annotation tools. Teachers can directly 
mark-up screenshot images and PDF files within 
Showbie using pen, highlighter, and text annotation 
tools. The annotation tools include a comment box 
which allows teachers to provide instructions and 
personalized feedback to the student. The indicator 
( ) symbol notifies users that feedback has been 
provided to the students. Students are also provided 
with creative ways to answer questions, such as (1) 
recording voice notes; (2) typing out answers with a 
text insertion tool; or (3) scanning and uploading a 
hand-written document, as shown in Figure 6. Once 
the teacher has completed grading and providing 
feedback, the students receive Showbie notifications 
in real time.
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Figure 6. A Showbie prompt for a teacher to provide 
assignment instructions, feedback, and grades.

Conclusion
Showbie is a fantastic way to simplify and streamline 
a classroom’s grading workflow. The combination 
of tools for assignments, feedback, and communica-
tion in an easy-to-use app not only makes it possible 
for teachers to reduce time spent on assigning 
and distributing homework, it also allows them 
to provide immediate feedback to students. Using 
the app’s features—from registration to grading 
homework—is easy for basic users to learn in min-
utes. Beyond the functions described in this article, 

teachers may benefit from Showbie’s more advanced 
features, such as quiz integration, customized class 
folders for specific purposes, copying assignments, 
grouping students, editing schedules, and more. 

As an individual Showbie Pro subscriber for over 
a year now, I cannot recommend this app enough. 
It has it helped me streamline my workflow process 
and has revolutionized the way I assign and manage 
my students’ homework. I hope that this article 
inspires other teachers to implement a paperless 
solution and expand their classroom practices in 
new ways. 
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[JALT PRAXIS]  YOUNGER LEARNERS
Mari Nakamura & Marian Hara
The Younger Learners column provides language teachers of children and teenagers with 
advice and guidance for making the most of their classes. Teachers with an interest in this field 
are also encouraged to submit articles and ideas to the editor at the address below. We also 
welcome questions about teaching, and will endeavour to answer them in this column.
Email: younger-learners@jalt-publications.org

Using Picture Books 
to Engage and Inspire 
Learners
This is a report on the forum sponsored by the 
Younger Learners SIG at the JALT 2019 conference.

Alison Hasegawa (Nemoto)
Miyagi University of Education
alison@staff.miyakyo-u.ac.jp 

Chiyuki Yanase
Keio University
chiyanase@gmail.com

Karen Masatsugu
Kwassui Woman’s University
karen@kassui.ac.jp

Lesley Ito
BIG BOW English Lab
lesleyito@gmail.com

On November 2, 2019, the four of us gathered 
in Nagoya for a 90-minute forum to share 
our knowledge and individual experiences 

of storytelling with picture books. We hoped to learn 
not just from each other, but from the participants, 
and what was achieved was a very lively, informative, 
and interactive session. In this article, we’d like to 
share what each presenter focused on on that day 
and also some conclusions.




